
 

Winter Bowls 
 

Wednesday Play 
 

1. Contacts are Paul Teesdale 0439 823 962 & Bruce Williams 0418 361 932 

2. Bookings open from 10am Tuesday by texting Paul Teesdale 

3. Play commences at 1230 (Report by 1215) 

4. Play is 2-4-2 drawn pairs 

5. 2 matches of 10 ends 

6. $5 per player 

7. Winners of first round winners collect approximately 67% of prize pool while winners of first round 

losers collect approximately 33%  

8. Winners of matches are determined via ends, if tied then determined on shots difference, if still 

tied then determined on highest shots, if still tied then on countback from last end(s). 

9. Points for Wednesday Winter Shield are 1pt for attending, 2pts for Winners of first round winners, 

1pt for Winners of first round losers 

10. Administrator of the day reserves the right to vary the above in achieving fairness and equity 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  

Maximum field of 28 players and pairs require a number that is a multiple of 4…so if you are the 17th, 18th 

and 19th and last entry, while these players will be able to roll up they won’t form part of the competition 

unless another player is found 
 

Saturday Play 
 

1. Contacts are Paul Teesdale 0439 823 962 & Dean Buder 0419 594 826 

2. No bookings required 

3. Play commences at 1230 (Report by 1215) 

4. Play may be either 2-4-2 or 3-3 pairs (using 2 or 3 bowl triples as required). Positions in teams 

may be rotated during play for 3-3 pairs and triples 

5. 2 matches of 10 or 12 ends  

6. $5 per player 

7. Random draw to determine teams for both matches 

8. Winner of the day is determined by best shot differential with shots total then countback from last 

end(s) used as required 

9. Distribution of daily prizemoney is notified prior to play but as an example for 20 players, winner 

may take $50, 2nd $25 3rd $15 Jackpot Lucky Draw $10 

10. Points for Saturday Winter Shield are allocated as 1pt for attending, 3pts for Winner, 2pts for 2nd 

and 1pt for 3rd  

11. Administrator of the day reserves the right to vary the above in achieving fairness and equity 

 


